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Given a ﬁnite group G , what are the necessary and suﬃcient con-
ditions on a ﬁeld K for it to have an extension ﬁeld with Galois
group G over K? A large body of research has accumulated con-
cerning this question, particularly in regard to small 2-groups.
Speciﬁcally, conditions have been determined for all but one of the
groups of order 32. In this work, we solve the problem for this
last group. With these new results, complete conditions are now
known for all 2-groups of order less than 64.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A key problem of inverse Galois theory asks, for a ﬁnite group G , which ﬁelds K have Galois ex-
tensions F such that Gal(F/K ) ∼= G . Here we completely solve this problem for the group of order 32
given by the presentation
〈
x, y, z
∣∣ x8 = y8 = z4 = x2 y6 = x4z2 = 1, yx = xyz, zx = xz3, zy = yz3〉. (1)
We denote this group G(32,15) , the ﬁrst entry in the subscript representing the Hall–Senior Number [7]
(see also [1]) and the second entry representing the group’s number in the GAP library of small
groups [3].
With the solution for this group, realizability conditions are now known for all 2-groups of orders
less than 64. A compilation of conditions for the realizability of groups of order 2, 4, 8, or 16, as well
as descriptions of extensions with those Galois groups, can be found in [5] and [8]. A compilation of
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be found in [4].
Let K be a ﬁeld of characteristic not 2, noting that by a classic result of Witt [13] the problem is
trivial for ﬁelds of characteristic 2. Further, let Cn and Dn denote the cyclic and dihedral groups of
order n. Except where we specify to the contrary, we use the notation C2 = 〈−1〉, C4 = 〈i〉, and
D8 =
〈
σ ,τ
∣∣ σ 4 = τ 2 = στστ = 1〉.
Our overall approach is standard: solve the realizability problem by solving a related embedding
problem. Given a Galois extension M/K and a short exact sequence
1 −−−−→ N −−−−→
ι
E −−−−→
ψ
Gal(M/K ) −−−−→ 1, (2)
the Galois embedding problem given by M/K and (2) asks if there exist a Galois ﬁeld extension F/K
with M ⊂ F and a homomorphism ϕ : Gal(F/K ) → E such that ψϕ : Gal(F/K ) → Gal(M/K ) is the
natural restriction of Galois groups. The pair (F/K ,ϕ) is a proper solution if ϕ is a surjection. Note
that if the short exact sequence has kernel C2 and is not split, then ϕ is necessarily surjective.
Let G be a group with a proper normal subgroup H . We consider the short exact sequence
1 −−−−→ H −−−−→
ι
G −−−−→
ψ
G/H −−−−→ 1. (3)
If the group G is realizable over K , say F is a Galois extension of K with Gal(F/K ) ∼= G , then by
basic Galois theory, there exists an intermediate ﬁeld M with Gal(M/K ) ∼= G/H . This in turn implies
that the Galois embedding problem given by M/K and (3) is properly solvable. Conversely, if the
Galois embedding problem given by M/K and (3) is properly solvable, then there exists a Galois ﬁeld
extension F/K with an isomorphism ϕ : Gal(F/K ) → G , and thus G is realizable over K . Hence, in
this case, the realizability of G over K is equivalent to the existence of a Galois extension M of K
with Gal(M/K ) ∼= G/H and the proper solvability of the Galois embedding problem given by M/K
and (3).
In the next section, we ﬁnd conditions for the realizability of G(32,15) by considering a related
embedding problem with kernel C4, using the follow theorem due to Ledet [9].
Theorem 1. Let M be a ﬁnite Galois extension of a ﬁeld K of characteristic not 2with i ∈ M. Let G be the Galois
group of M over K and let
1 −−−−→ C4 −−−−→
ι
E −−−−→
π
G −−−−→ 1 (4)
be a group extension. Let N = {σ ∈ G|σ i = σ i} where σ i denotes the image of i ∈ M under the Galois action
of σ ∈ G and σ i denotes ι(i) conjugated by a π -preimage of σ , viewed as an element of M under the natural
identiﬁcation of i ∈ C4 with i ∈ M. Let L be the ﬁxed ﬁeld of N.
The embedding problem given by M/K and (4) is solvable if and only if the embedding problems given by
M/L and
1 −−−−→ C4 −−−−→ π−1(N) −−−−−→
π |
π−1(N)
N −−−−→ 1 (5)
and by M/K and
1 −−−−→ C2 −−−−→ E/C2 −−−−→
π ′
G −−−−→ 1 (6)
are both solvable.
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We will be applying the preceding theorem in a case where ι(C4) is in the center of E and there-
fore σ i = i for all σ ∈ G . Thus N = {σ ∈ G|σ i = i}, the ﬁxed group of i, and L = K (i). This will allow
us to apply the following lemma to the embedding problem (5).
Lemma 2 (Ledet). Let M be a ﬁnite Galois extension of a ﬁeld K with i ∈ M. Let G denote the Galois group of M
over K . Given a group extension
1 −−−−→ 〈i〉 −−−−→ E −−−−→
π
G −−−−→ 1 (7)
with characteristic class [γ ] ∈ H2(G, 〈i〉), the embedding problem given by M/K and (7) is solvable if and
only if ι(γ ) = 1 ∈ H2(G, M˙), where ι : H2(G, 〈i〉) → H2(G, M˙) is induced by the inclusion of 〈i〉 in M˙.
We use this lemma combined with the canonical isomorphism between H2(Gal(M/K ), M˙) and the
relative Brauer group Br(M/K ) under which the class of γ corresponds to the equivalence class of the
cross product algebra (M,Gal(M/K ), γ ) to compute the obstruction to the embedding problem as an
element of the Brauer group Br(K ).
2. Embedding and realizability results
We begin by stating a well-known realizability result for D8. (See, for example, [5] and [8].)
Lemma 3. The group D8 is realizable over a ﬁeld K if and only if there exist two quadratically independent
elements a, b ∈ K˙ such that (a,−b) = 1 in Br(K ). This condition implies that there exist α, β ∈ K such that
ab = α2 − aβ2 and that for any r ∈ K˙ , M = K (
√
r(α + β√a ),√b ) is a Galois extension of K with Galois
group D8 .
In the case where K contains a primitive fourth root of unity we use the following lemma, which
we prove below. (A similar result can be found in Michailov [10, Theorem 11.1].)
Lemma 4. Let K be a ﬁeld with i ∈ K and let M = K (
√
r(α + β√a ),√b ) be a D8-extension of K . The
obstruction to the embedding problem given by M/K and
1 −−−−→ C4 −−−−→
i →x2
G(32,15) −−−−→
x→τ
y →στ
z →σ 2
D8 −−−−→ 1
(8)
is (a,2)(b, rα) in Br(K ).
Proof. Consider the lifting λ : D8 → G(32,15) given by λ(σ jτ k) = (yx) j xk , for 0 j  3 and 0 k 1.
This determines a cocycle γ ∈ Z2(D8, 〈i〉) with [γ ] ∈ H2(G,C4) the characteristic class of (8). The
cross product algebra (M,Gal(M/K ), γ ) is generated by the elements {uρ | ρ ∈ D8}.
A lengthy, though straightforward, calculation demonstrates that the algebra (M,Gal(M/K ), γ ) is
(
(
√
a )2, (uσ − uσ 3)2
)⊗ ((√b )2, (√auτ )2
)
⊗ ((√buσ 2)2,
(√
ra(α + β√a ) −
√
ra(α − β√a )uσ 2
)2)
.
Since (uσ − uσ 3 )2 = 2, u2τ = i, u2σ 2 = −1, and
(√
ra(α + β√a ) −
√
ra(α − β√a )uσ 2
)2 = 2arα,
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(a,2)(b,ai)(−b,2arα) = 1. Noting that −1 and 2i are both squares in K , the obstruction simpliﬁes
to (a,2)(b, rα), as desired. 
Letting x ∈ G(32,15) be as in (1), G(32,15)/〈x4〉 ∼= C4  C4. In the following lemma, we use the pre-
sentation for C4  C4 induced by presentation (1).
Lemma 5. Let M = K (
√
r(α + β√a ),√b ) be a D8-extension of a ﬁeld K . The obstruction to the embedding
problem given by M/K and
1 −−−−→ C2 −−−−→
−1 →x2
C4  C4 −−−−→
x→τ
y →στ
z →σ 2
D8 −−−−→ 1
(9)
is (b,−1) in Br(K ).
Proof. The result follows from a direct application of [6, Theorem 1]. Choosing preimages yx for σ
and x for τ , it follows that d1 = 0, e1 = 1, and f1 = 0. Thus the obstruction is (b,−1) in Br(K ). 
For x, z ∈ G(32,15) as in (1), the subgroup 〈x, z〉 ∼= M16, the modular group of order 16. We now use
the presentation for M16 induced by presentation (1).
Lemma 6. Let K be a ﬁeld with i ∈ K and let M = K (√c,√d ) be a C22-extension of K with C22 = 〈ρ,ν〉 where
ρ(
√
c ) = −√c, ρ(√d ) = √d, ν(√c ) = √c, and ν(√d ) = −√d. The obstruction to the embedding problem
given by M/K and
1 −−−−→ C4 −−−−→
i →x2
M16 −−−−→
x→ρ
z →ν
C22 −−−−→ 1 (10)
is (c,di) in Br(K ).
Proof. Let γ be the cocycle in Z2(C22,C4) such that γ (ρ,ρ) = γ (ρ,ρν) = i, γ (ν,ρ) = γ (ν,ρν) = −1,
γ (ρν,ρ) = γ (ρν,ρν) = −i, and all other ordered pairs are mapped to 1. Then [γ ] ∈ H2(C22,C4) is
the characteristic class of (10).
A direct calculation demonstrates that
(
M,Gal(M/K ), γ
) = ((√c )2, (√duρ)2
)⊗ ((√d )2, (uν)2
)
.
Since (
√
duρ)2 = di and u2ν = 1, the equivalence class of (M,Gal(M/K ), γ ) in the Brauer group of K
is trivial if and only if (c,di)(d,1) = 1 in Br(K ). The obvious simpliﬁcation completes the proof of the
lemma. 
Lemma 7. Let K be a ﬁeld with i ∈ K and let M = K (
√
r(α + β√a ) ) be a C4-extension of K with −a =
α2 −aβ2 . Let C8 × C2 = 〈s, t | s8 = t2 = [s, t] = 1〉. The obstruction to the embedding problem given by M/K
and
1 −−−−→ C4 −−−−→
i →s2t
C8 × C2 −−−−→
s →i
t →−1
C4 −−−−→ 1 (11)
is (a,2) in Br(K ).
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Let ω = r(α + β√a ) and ω¯ = r(α − β√a ). A straightforward calculation conﬁrms that (M,
Gal(M/K ), γ ) is
(
(
√
a )2, (ui + u−i)2
)⊗ ((√ω − √ω¯u−1)2, (
√
ω¯ + √ωu−1)2
)
.
Since (ui + u−i)2 = −2 and (√ω −
√
ω¯u−1)2 = (
√
ω¯ + √ωu−1)2 = 2rα, the equivalence class of
(M,Gal(M/K ), γ ) in the Brauer group of K is trivial if and only if (a,−2)(2rα,2rα) = 1 in Br(K ).
Since i ∈ K , (a,−2) = (a,2) and (2rα,2rα) is trivial. 
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 8. Let K be a ﬁeld. The group G(32,15) is realizable over K if and only if either
1. i ∈ K and there exist a,b, r ∈ K˙ with a and b quadratically independent such that (a,b) = (a,2)(b, r) = 1
in Br(K ) or
2. i /∈ K and at least one of the following holds:
• there exist a,b, r ∈ K˙ such that a, b, and −1 are quadratically independent, (a,−b) = (b,−1) = 1 in
Br(K ), and (a,2)(b, r) = 1 in Br(K (i)); or
• there exist b, r ∈ K˙ such that b and −1 are quadratically independent, (b,−1) = (−1,−1) = 1 in
Br(K ) and (b, r(αi − β)) = 1 in Br(K (i)), where α,β ∈ K with α2 + β2 = −b; or
• there exists a ∈ K˙ such that a and −1 are quadratically independent, (−1,−1) = 1 in Br(K ) and
(a,2) = 1 in Br(K (i)); or
• there exist a, r ∈ K˙ such that a and −1 are quadratically independent, (a,−1) = (−1,−1) = 1 in
Br(K ), and (a, r(αi − 1)) = 1 in Br(K (i)) where α,β ∈ K with α2 + 1 = aβ2 .
Proof. We begin with the group extension
1 −−−−→ C4 −−−−→
i →x2
G(32,15) −−−−→
x→τ
y →στ
z →σ 2
D8 −−−−→ 1.
(12)
As described in the previous section, the group G(32,15) is realizable over K if and only if D8 is
realizable over K and the Galois embedding problem given by M/K and (12) is properly solvable. By
Lemma 3, D8 is realizable over K if and only if there exist two quadratically independent elements a,
b ∈ K˙ such that (a,−b) = 1 in Br(K ).
We now assume that M/K is a D8-extension as described in Lemma 3. Suppose that the embed-
ding problem given by M/K and (12) is solvable, but not properly solvable. Since the exponent of
G(32,15) is 8, the extension (12) is not split. Thus there exist a proper Galois ﬁeld extension F/K with
M  F and a homomorphism ϕ : Gal(F/K ) → E such that ψϕ : Gal(F/K ) → Gal(M/K ) is the natural
restriction of Galois groups. We assume without loss of generality that ϕ is injective. Since this is not
a proper solution, ϕ is not surjective and thus |Gal(F/K )| = 16. Hence, Gal(F/K ) must be isomorphic
to a subgroup of G(32,15) order of 16 of which D8 is a quotient group. A direct check of the group
tables at [1] shows that no such group of order 16 exists. Therefore if the Galois embedding problem
given by M/K and (12) is solvable, it must be properly solvable. It remains, then, to determine when
the embedding problem M/K and (12) is solvable.
If i ∈ K , then by Lemma 4, the obstruction to the embedding problem is (a,2)(b, rα) where α and
β are elements of K such that α2 − aβ2 = ab. Note that since b is not a square, and therefore −b is
not a square, α = 0. Since we are free to choose r ∈ K˙ , part 1 of the theorem follows.
If i /∈ K , the solvability of M/K and (12) depends on the relationship, if any, between the non-
squares a, b, and −1 in K˙ . Recall that a and b are quadratically independent and that (a,−b) = 1
in Br(K ).
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p. 111], the embedding problem given by M/K and (12) is equivalent to the problem given by M(i)/K
and
1 −−−−→ C4 −−−−→ G(32,15) × C2 −−−−−−−−−→
x→τ
y →στ
z →σ 2
(0,−1) →(0,−1)
D8 × C2 −−−−→ 1.
(13)
We now apply Theorem 1 with N = D8 and L = K (i). The extension (5) becomes the extension (12),
but we are now considering it with the ﬁeld extension M(i)/K (i). As in the proof of part 1, the
obstruction is (a,2)(b,αr) in Br(K (i)). The remaining embedding problem is given by M(i)/K and
1 −−−−→ C2 −−−−→ (C4  C4) × C2 −−−−→ D8 × C2 −−−−→ 1. (14)
This is equivalent to the embedding problem in Lemma 5 and so has obstruction (b,−1) in Br(K ).
This proves the ﬁrst case of part 2 of the theorem.
If the nonsquares a, b, and −1 are not quadratically independent in K˙ , there are three possibilities
corresponding to the three remaining cases in part 2 of the theorem: a is quadratically equivalent
to −1; b is quadratically equivalent to −1; or ab is quadratically equivalent to −1. In each case apply
Theorem 1 with M = K (
√
r(α + β√a ),√b ) where α, β ∈ K such that ab = α2 − aβ2 and r ∈ K˙ . The
embedding problem given by M/K and (6) is the same as (9) and so, by Lemma 5, the obstruction is
(b,−1) in Br(K ). We now look at each of these three cases individually.
If a is quadratically equivalent to −1, then N = 〈σ 2, τ 〉 ∼= C22 , π−1(N) = 〈x, z〉 ∼= M16, and L = K (i).
The problem given by M/L and (5) is
1 −−−−→ C4 −−−−→
i →x2
M16 −−−−→
x→τ
z →σ 2
〈
τ ,σ 2
〉 −−−−→ 1.
(15)
We apply Lemma 6 with ρ = τ and ν = σ 2 to get the obstruction (c,di) in Br(K (i)) which cor-
responds to the obstruction (b, r(α + β√a )i) in Br(K (i)). Letting a = −δ2, for some δ ∈ K˙ , r′ = rδ,
and α′ = α/δ, this simpliﬁes to (b, r′(iα′ − β)), where (α′)2 + β2 = −b. Noting that the condition
(−1,−b) = (b,−1) = 1 in Br(K ) is equivalent to the condition (b,−1) = (−1,−1) = 1 in Br(K ), the
second case in part 2 of the theorem is established.
If b is quadratically equivalent to −1, then N = 〈σ 〉 ∼= C4, π−1(N) ∼= C8 × C2, and L = K (i). The
embedding problem, M/L and (5), is given by M/K (i) and
1 −−−−→ C4 −−−−→
i →x2
〈
x2, yx
〉 −−−−→
x2 →1
yx→σ
〈σ 〉 −−−−→ 1.
(16)
We ﬁnd that 〈x2, yx〉 ∼= C8 × C2 with, using the notation of Lemma 7, s and t corresponding to (yx)x2
and (yx)2x2, respectively. Under this correspondence, (16) is identical to (11) and by the lemma, the
obstruction is (a,2) in Br(K (i)).
Finally if ab is quadratically equivalent to −1, then N = 〈σ 2, σ τ 〉 ∼= C22 , π−1(N) = 〈y, z〉 ∼= M16,
and L = K (i). The extension (5) is
1 −−−−→ C4 −−−−→
i →y2
〈y, z〉 −−−−→
y →στ
z →σ 2
〈
σ 2,σ τ
〉 −−−−→ 1,
(17)
which is equivalent to (10) with y and z corresponding to x and z, respectively and ρ = στ and
ν = σ 2. Applying Lemma 6, we get the obstruction (c,di). Since ρ(√a ) = −√a and ν(
√
r(α + β√a )+
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r(α − β√a ) ) = −(
√
r(α + β√a ) +
√
r(α − β√a ) ), c and d correspond to a and
(√
r(α + β√a ) +
√
r(α − β√a ) )2 = 2rα + 2r√ab.
Letting ab = −δ2 for some δ ∈ K˙ , the obstruction becomes (a,2r(α + δi)i) = (a, r′(α′i − 1)) where
r′ = rδ, α′ = α/δ, and β ′ = β/δ. This yields the last case in part 2. 
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